Charity Pairs Winners & more

Winners of the Flight C KOs: John Lute, Leo
Birmingham, Sam Mehta and Steve O'Brien.
Congrats!!
Elaine Landow and Craig Robinson won the
Charity Pairs on Tuesday Night. Elaine and
Craig also won Wednesday's Open Pairs.

Bulletins on the Internet
Full colour versions of the bulletin are

Syracuse/Harrisburg Results
The Syracuse Regional is a split event with the Harrisburg
Regional. The overall results for the Open Pairs are as follows:
Strat A:
Elaine Landow, Craig Robinson, Syracuse
Lawrence Lau, John Klaytnan, Harrisburg
Strat B:
Benjamin & Susan Eisenberg, Harrisburg
Lewis Allen, Steven Hart, Syracuse
er

available on the Internet.
http://www.rababridge.org
Click on daily bulletins in the Syracuse Regional
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299 and Overall Prizes

Cash prizes will be awarded for section tops in the 299°
games. You can pick up your award at the table outside the
playing center.
Cash prizes will also be awarded to section tops for all
other pair games only and can be picked up at the prize table.

Bulletin Editor
Ed Antosz edits the Daily Bulletin and can be reached at
antosz@cogeco.ca

Safety Play Finesse
You are declarer (South) in 6*. East/West have bid hearts
along the way and West leads the V2. Take a look at the hand
as shown in the next column and decide how you will play
your slam.
After ruffing the opening lead, draw two trump ending in
dummy and whether trump are 3 - 2 or 4 - 1 stop and lead the
*J from dummy.
If East discards win the *A and exit a club. You have the
rest of the tricks. If East follows with the *9 let the * J ride.
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Either West will raff in which case you have the rest of the
tricks or West will win the bare *K in which case you still
have the rest.
In other words, taking the club finesse is the way to ensure
the slam. If you play for clubs to be 1 - 1 you will go down if
East has the *K9 and West still has a trump.
It's not every day that a finesse is the winning play.

